Abstract: Organic-inorganic perovskite (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ), due to an appropriate energy gap to absorb sunlight, is used as an absorbent layer in third generation solar cells. Crystallinity of light absorbing layer plays an important role in the performance of perovskite solar cells and substrate plays an important role on crystallinity of light absorbing layer. In superstructure solar cells, alumina (aluminum oxide) is used as the substrate of light absorbing layer. In this paper, alpha and gamma aluminum oxide are used as the substrate of perovskite layer. The effect of this work on the crystallinity of perovskite layer and parameters that affect the performance of solar cells have been investigated. It was found that by taking into account all the parameters that affect the performance of solar cells, alpha phase aluminum oxide to the gamma phase is more suitable for use in perovskite solar cells that fabricated by two step deposition.
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